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the full form of yg file is young genius file.to give you a brief idea, yg files from the
brilliant tutorials are very helpful in the iit jee preparations for students in the school
level. these files consists of all the hots (high order thinking skills ) problems with
the detailed solutions from the maths, physics and chemistry subjects. if you are an
iit aspirant these will definately help you a lot to acheive your dream. hi there, i was
wondering if there is a way to install this theme on a child site without using a child
theme. at first i thought that you could make your parent theme theme-brilliant and
then simply add your child theme theme-brilliant-child. this is not possible as the
theme-brilliant file is only 54kb and it doesn’t contain any functions. could i ask if
there is an extra file that i need to add to my parent theme in order to make it a
child theme? or is there another way i can install this theme on a child site? kind
regards alex i have downloaded this theme but i don’t know what to do with it. can
someone please explain step by step how to install it. i have downloaded and
extracted the zip file but don’t know how to install it. i’ve seen you have a theme
which is recommended but i don’t know how to install this. i need to know step by
step. i have received this theme from the theme library. i have extracted the zip
file. i’ve uploaded the theme to the admin panel of wordpress and everything is
okay. please help me if you can.
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hi, very glad to have found this website. excellent resource place. im about to begin
designing a website for my business (my first one) and i have a couple of questions
which i hope youll be able to answer. i would like to implement a my account page
on my website where members (after creating their usernames and passwords) will

be able to log-in to. this my account page will only feature two pages: a member
profile page which my members will be able to fill out and edit and a second page

with a table or spreadsheet which my members will be able to view but only i will be
able to input and edit the content (this page will be unique to every member). by

the way, this is not an ecommerce site (more of a catalog-style website showcasing
products and providing information no shopping cart necessary) and the

memberships are absolutely free. first question: is there a plugin that you would
recommend for this type of membership page second question: which theme would

you recommend based on the need for this feature i like the virtue, responsive,
hathor and minamaze themes from this collection. would any of those work or are
there some other ones you would recommend thanks very much for any and all

input you may have on this. any theme will get the job bone for you as long as you
like it how it looks. wordpress has its own profile pages which means that that part

is already sorter. to create user specific content you can use plugin such as this
one. i havent used it myself but from description it sounds like it has everything you

need. on wordpress.org you can find other similar plugins as well and all of those
are free. 5ec8ef588b
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